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April 2017 

 

Abax Balanced Fund Commentary 
 
The Fund produced a return of 2.6% for the month of April, compared to the peergroup return of 

1.7%. Over the past year, the Fund is 8.8% higher (peergroup 3.4%), and since inception the Fund has 

produced a return of 12.7% p.a. versus the peergroup of 9.9% p.a.     

Data for the first few months of 2017 confirm that global growth will be stronger this year than 

last.  Amongst the advanced economies, unemployment in the world's largest economy fell to the 

lowest rate in 10 years, with the US jobless rate measuring 4.4% in April 2017.  In addition, European 

economies appear to be recovering from a long period of stagnation. Chinese GDP growth (+6.9%) for 

the first quarter of 2017 was also firmer than expected.  Alongside this healthy economic backdrop, 

sentiment is being supported by a relatively stable risk backdrop, such as the market friendly outcome 

in the French Presidential election.  The pro-EU centrist Emmanuel Macron achieved a decisive victory 

over the far-right National Front candidate Marine Le Pen in the presidential election.  Macron’s 

victory has been hailed as holding back a tide of populism after the Brexit vote and Donald Trump’s 

victory in the US election. 

Global markets in recent months have been characterized by a virtually unprecedented compression 

in volatility with the VIX “Fear” Index at levels not seen since 1993.  

 

Developed market assets continue drifting ever higher despite their valuations becoming increasingly 

stretched. Foreign investors as a result continue to pour money into Emerging Market (EM) equity and 

bonds as on a relative basis these appear to offer value. However, given the specific risk factors in 

South Africa (i.e. political risk and deteriorating fundamentals) and other EM countries, we believe 

heightened caution is warranted. The US Federal Reserve Bank remains resolute in continuing upon 

its exit from extraordinary monetary policy. The unwinding of Quantitative Easing could begin this 

year and the risk is that a withdrawal of USD liquidity causes a correction in EM assets. 

 

Local markets were broadly strong thanks to increased global risk appetite. The All Share gained 3.6%. 

Bonds were up 1.5% for the month while Inflation Linkers returned 1.2%. Listed property returned 

0.5% while Preference shares declined 0.6% for the month. The ZAR was stronger 0.3% on a trade 

weighted basis and bonds yields were 20bps stronger. 

 

The cabinet reshuffle that took place in March continues to weigh heavily in the minds of South African 

investors. The immediate downgrades that followed the reshuffle showed how worried the ratings 

agencies are about SA political risk. They have highlighted the fact that SA is on an unsustainable path 

of debt accumulation, particularly through SOE contingent liabilities. While there is widespread 

dissatisfaction with President Zuma, we do not believe that there is an easy path to removing him in 

the near term. It is looking increasingly likely that Zuma will stay on, with the risk that his position 

becomes further entrenched as we move towards the ANC’s elective conference in December 2017. 

The political events in South Africa in the last several weeks and resultant sovereign downgrades are  
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well documented. These events continue to have a negative impact on consumer and business 

confidence.  Business sentiment in South Africa’s manufacturing sector slipped sharply in April - the 

ABSA Manufacturing PMI fell to 44.7 in April from 52.2 in the previous month. The reading pointed to 

the biggest contraction in the factory activity since January 2016 (at the time of Nenegate).   

Looking ahead, risks are skewed toward further GDP disappointment in South Africa, fiscal slippage 

and ratings downgrades, thus the need for caution.  In this vain, we have recently been reducing our 

equity exposure into market strength. 

 

 


